
Mend this broom
Entwine the wood
Straighten the bark
And make it good.

Fill this glass 
Right to the top
With pondweed water
Drop by drop.

Grow  him a bubble
Let him not be seen
Keep him from trouble
With invisible screen

Text by Sally Doherty
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A Rescue Mission
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•Participants 

• Training

•Key equipment

• Timings 

•Distress signal

•Magical help

Illustration by Sarah Jane Docker
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DACKER AND CO.
• How do they move?

• How do they speak?

• What is their physical appearance like? 

• What are their facial expressions like?

Session 8 

Text by Sally Doherty



Little Witchery
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POSTITIVE EMOTIONS NEGATIVE EMOTIONS



Toby’s Feelings – Zones of Relevance
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Illustration by Sarah Jane Docker



A Test for Toby?

WITCH WILLOW
Willow is the Head Witch of Little Witchery – a 
hidden city in the sky. Tall and dignified, with a mass 
of orange curls, she rules firmly but fairly.

Text by Sally Doherty
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Which character are you?

https://quiz.tryinteract.com/#/618675f00ed91c00185d3f05

Illustration by Sarah Jane Docker
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https://quiz.tryinteract.com/#/618675f00ed91c00185d3f05


The Key
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How Funny is that?
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Figurative v. Literal

“With each breath of oxygen, the fire grew hungrier and 
stronger until a ferocious beast raged before them.” (p.194)

“The dog pulled and shook the material like it was a dead 
rabbit.” (p.197)

Text by Sally Doherty
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Graphic Planning



Reading group questions

• How satisfied were you with the ending?

• Do you think that Toby will ever see the witches again?

• Were you surprised that Toby’s neighbour was a witch?

• At the start of the story, Toby hid from his thoughts, his feelings and from life. 
Has this changed by the time the story finishes?

• How does Toby score the final point against Dacker? Do you think the bullying 
will continue in the sequel?

Further response  



Reading group questions

• Do you think there is any significance in the director of the SMI having the same 
white tuft as Toby? 

• Roger and Jazz are secondary characters. What do you think they add to the 
story?

• How would you describe Barnaby’s character? Did you guess that he would play 
an important role in the story??

Further response  


